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The Ghost that never walked.

Words by
WILLIAM JEROME.

Music by
JEAN SCHWARTZ.

1. Don't shake with fear, as
   I draw near, I'm just a harmless creature. Don't

2. On salary day, they
   used to pray, that I'd make my appearance. But

think me wild, I'm weak and mild. For weakness is my feature; Please
   railroad fares, and empty chairs, They caused an interference; Show
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I have a little pity, and listen to my days are not all sunny, and don't think me too
ditty, I'm not the great Elijah who heals funny, When I tell you I couldn't even

"Heels" in Zion City, pay them with stage money.

CHORUS.
I'm the Ghost of a troupe that disbanded in Pe-

The Ghost &c. &c.
or-ia, I'm the Ghost of a bunch that were only out for

Glory, Glory, Glory Hal-le-lu-jah, luh-jah,

Money never talked, I'm me you see a

nov-el-ty I'm the Ghost that nev-er walked, I'm the walked.

The Ghost &c. 3.
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Vocal
The Melancholy Sunbeam and the Rose 60
Macaroni 60
I Don't Want Any Wurtzburger 60
Under the Goo Goo Tree 60
Dear Old Manhattan Isle 60
The Ghost That Never Walked 60
My Unkissed Man 60
Love, Love, Love 60
Lullie 60
Barney Donohue 60
I'm So Happy 60
Since Little Dolly Dimple's Made a Hit 60
For You 60
For Tes With Your Trumpets and Your Drum 60
I've Interviewed the Wide, Wide World 60

Instrumental
Medley Selection 1.00
" Lanciers 75
" Waltz 75
" Two-Step 60
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